
Elements of Art



Color
The visual sensation dependent on the 
reflection or absorption of light from a given 
surface. The three characteristics of colors are 
hue, intensity, and value.



Color Temperature

EVERY Color has a 
temperature. It is always 
on the warm / cool 
spectrum.



The “Old Guitarist”

Pablo Picasso
1913-1914

Great example of a cool color scheme



However….

Even typically cool 
colors like blue and 
green can be 
warmed up by 
adding their warm 
counterparts.



Value

Value is the relative 
lightness or darkness 
of color.



“Solitude”
2006
Oil on Canvas





What is Tint?
Tint is created by 
adding white to any 
color.





What is Shade?
Shade is created by 
adding black to any 
color.



What is Tone?

Tone describes the 
relative lightness or 
darkness of color.

These blues are the 
same color but vary in 
tone.

cerulean blue

prussian blue



What is Hue?

Hue is another word 
for color and refers 
to the generalized 
color of an object.



Intensity

Intensity is how 
strong or vivid the 
color is. Pure colors 
are higher intensity.

Intense Color

Weak Color



Making Blacks and Greys

making blacks 
and greys can be 
achieved by 
mixing two 
complementary 
colors together



Neutral Colors

Neutral colors are 
created by combining 
even amounts of 
complements.

Also can be called 
“earth tones.”



Depth





Effect of Light

Broken Colors



Vermeer - Master of Light



Form
The translation of a 3D volume onto a 3D or 2D surface. 
Illusion of depth is conveyed through contour, texture and 
line.



Hendrick Andriessen
Vanitas

1650



Jim Dine, Two Big Black Hearts, 1985



Decordova Museum and Sculpture Park
Only 22 Miles away!



The Creation of Adam, 1512



David by Michelangelo, 1504



VS



or



Line
A delineation or fracturing of space in color or 
black and white. Line qualities can vary in 
width, length, gesture, color, direction, etc.





M.C. Escher
Drawing Hands
1948



Martin Senn, Contemporary German Artist



Neil Welliver



Wall Drawing 999 (Detail) Parallel Curves. 
August 2001, Acrylic paint, black

Sol 
Lewitt









Shape
A two-dimensional area or 
plane that may be open or 
closed, free form or 
geometric. It can be found in 
nature or created by 
humans.

Pablo Picasso “Girl before a mirror”

Some free-form and some geometric shapes



=



Roy Lichtenstein
Still Life with Palette
1972



André Derain (French, 1880 – 
1954), Mountains at Collioure,1905

All free-form shapes



SPACE
Definition: 
The area between, around, above, below, or 
contained within objects. Spaces are areas defined 
by the shapes and forms around them and within 
them, just as shapes and forms are defined by the 
space around and within them



M.C. Escher
Bird Fish
1938







Texture
The surface quality of materials, either actual 
(tactile) or implied (visual). It is one of the 
elements of art.



Albrecht Durer
Young Hare
1502



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EB_vj1qy8Ks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EB_vj1qy8Ks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EB_vj1qy8Ks


Claude Monet
Waterlilies at the Orangerie
1922



Value

Value is the relative 
lightness or darkness 
of color.


